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JSKw,D2,< − JSKw,D1,< 6= ∅
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JA1K ∪ ... ∪ JAnK = Ω
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P (∅) = 0 ≤ P (Ai) ≤ 1
¡¼S½ãðidfe8gkj{ü¢







i, j = 1, ...n
ü




















P (A) = 0
Çp4jº±v¤²¿±¤¼¤v¡©«©°·±Ã
P (¬A) = 1 − P (A)
ÃJ¡¼½
P (A ∪ B) = P (A) + P (B) −









P (A ∩ B)/P (A)
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P (A|A) = 1
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P j+1 = 1
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P (A) = 1
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P (B|A) < P (B)
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P (A) > 0
Ã'º±
P (A) ≥ 0.5
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P (A1)+...+P (An) = 1
ÇÛ½Sª«vvª¬»Sª¬º±¼



















P (JTkK) = 0, P (J¬TkK) = 1
Ã






0 < P (JTkK) < 1
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0 < P (J¬TkK) < 1
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P j(Tk) = 0.7
º±
P j(Tk) > P j(¬Tk)
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P j(∃x[Tx]) = 1
º±
P j(Tk) = 1
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P (¬A|A) = 0
Ç7Ù9v¤¨
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P (B|A) =df P (A&B)/P (A)
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P (ωi) = 1
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P1(A) = 0.001, P1(¬A) = 0.999
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P2(A) = 1, P2(¬A) = 0
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P1(A) = 0.333, P1(¬A) = 0.667
¡¼½





















































































































































δe∗ = E(X) =
∑
















































































































P (Rai) = 0.5
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